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Abstract: In this paper, a novel fabrication technology of atomic force microscopy (AFM) probes inte
grating cantilever tips with an NV-rich diamond particle is presented. Nanomanipulation techniques 
combined with the focused electron beam-induced deposition (FEBID) procedure were applied to po
sition the NV-rich diamond particle on an AFM cantilever tip. Ultrasonic treatment of nanodiamond 
suspension was applied to reduce the size of diamond particles for proper geometry and symmetry. 
The fabricated AFM probes were tested utilizing measurements of the electrical resistance at highly 
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and compared with a standard AFM cantilever performance. 
The results showed novel perspectives arising from combining the functionalities of a scanning AFM 
with optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR). In particular, it offers enhanced magnetometric 
sensitivity and the nanometric resolution.
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1. Introduction

Scanning probe m agnetom etry greatly benefits from utilising nitrogen-vacancy (NV) 
colour centres [1], w hich provide the systems w ith high spatial resolution that are extremely 
sensitive to m agnetic fields and can operate across a broad range of tem peratures [2]. 
Atom ic force m icroscopy (AFM ) technology is typically im plemented to create nanosensors 
of m agnetic fields based on diam ond particles w ith  N V  centres. To provide m axim um  
sensitivity of the sensors, it is im portant to keep the N V defects as close to the surface of the 
analysed material as possible, therefore the nanodiam onds are usually im planted on apexes 
of A FM  tips. W hat rem ains challenging w hen using the N V  centres as A FM  scanning 
probes is the effective fabrication of the centres and providing an efficient collection of 
their optical signal. There have been  m any exam ples of scanning probe m icroscopy w ith 
diam ond probes containing single N V  centres for nanoscale m agnetom etry [3- 6] w ith  
nanometer resolution. In these applications, single nanodiam onds w ith a nitrogen-vacancy 
(N V ) centre coupled to an atom ic force m icroscope (A FM ), are helpful to quantitatively  
m ap the stray m agnetic field, and for studies of nanom echanical properties of biological 
m olecules, organelle, and living cells. The scanning N V  m agnetom etry w ith  single N V 
spins can also be used to detect w eak perturbations of m agnetic textures [7]. On the other
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hand, a different strategy w as suggested in Ref. [4 ]. R ather than w ork w ith  a single spin 
in a single NV, one can substantially increase m agnetic sensitivity b y  w orking w ith  high- 
density sam ples. In our paper, by attaching an NV-rich nano/m icro-diam ond to an A FM  
tip we combine the advantage of the latter route with the nanom etric resolution offered by 
scanning microscopy.

The shape of the scanning tip  plays an  im portant role in  the characterisation of the 
nanostructure. The effect of the tip shape on the recorded images has been studied since the 
beginning of scanning probe m icroscopy [8,9] . Typically, som e areas of AFM  im ages m ay 
contain tip-related artifacts, but in the w orst scenarios, the images could be generated from 
a signal com ing from the tip itself, and not the whole analysed surface [9,10]. The shape of 
the scanning tip influences not only the w ay the physical shape of the sam ple is recorded 
but also phenom ena occurring betw een the scanning tip and the sample [11- 13]. Typically, 
the AFM tip enabling atomic-scale resolution should have a small radius, but if the height or 
depth of the analysed object needs to be considered, the tip aspect ratio should also be taken 
into account [14,15]. The geom etry of A FM  cantilevers lim its the latitude in positioning 
and orienting the nanodiam onds relative to the sam ples, and collecting the fluorescence 
em itted by the N V  centres. O ne approach to m ake a diam ond A FM  tip is to cover the 
w hole A FM  tip  w ith  a diam ond layer [16] or to m ake the A FM  cantilever entirely  out of 
the diamond [17]. An alternative approach is to m anipulate the nanodiam ond itself using 
optical tweezers or anti-Brownian electrokinetic traps. Kim et al. [18] developed specifically 
shaped microparticles coupled w ith an active platinum pad and a nanodiamond containing 
a N V  centre, and utilised light-driven self-therm ophoresis to induce their translational and 
rotational m otions. E lectron spin resonance (ESR) m easurem ents carried out in a liquid 
environm ent in the presence of an external m agnetic field have confirm ed the potential of 
these m icroparticles for nanoscale m agnetom etry in biological system s.

Zhou et al. [19] described a sim ple procedure to efficiently produce scanning probes 
consisting of an integrated RF m icro-antenna and a 3.5 gm -long diam ond nanopillar 
containing a single N V centre, both fabricated directly onto an ultrapure diamond substrate. 
The probes m ay be glued directly to tipless silicon cantilevers for optical beam  deflection- 
based AFM , as w ell as to pulled quartz rods, w hich are then attached to a tuning fork.

To increase the efficiency of photon collection from the colour centres, Choi et al. [20] 
gave up m etal-coated Si cantilevers for transparent ones m ade of silicon nitride and 
reported a strong channelling effect w hile collecting  the fluorescence of the N V  centres 
from the apex towards the base of commercially available, pyramid-shaped diamond AFM 
tips. The enhanced photolum inescence collection w as up to eight tim es higher com pared 
to other directions.

In  this study, a novel fabrication technology of an A FM  cantilever tip integrating 
a N V-rich diam ond particle is presented. U sing u ltrasonic treatm ent, the correct shape 
and size of the N V-rich diam ond particle w ere obtained. N anom anipulation techniques 
com bined w ith  the focussed electron beam -induced deposition (FEBID ) procedure w ere 
applied to place the N V-rich diam ond particle on  an A FM  cantilever tip. The fabricated 
probes w ere tested and used for optically detected m agnetic resonance (OD M R).

2. Experimental Procedure
2.1. Preparation ofN V -R ich N anodiam ond Particles

To obtain the correct shape and size of NV-rich nanodiam onds to be placed at the end 
of the AFM cantilever, we applied fragmentation of the particles by ultrasonic disintegration 
for various tim e durations [21]. 10 m g of com m ercially available, N V-rich nanodiam ond 
particles (A dam as N anotechnologies, R aleigh, N C, U SA ) w ith  ~1 gm average particle 
size and up to 3 ppm  of N V - centres w ere pu t into each of five identical polypropylene 
tubes that w ere subsequently filled with 10 mL of isopropyl alcohol (IPA). In that way, the 
sam e concentration of the NV-rich nanodiam ond particles w as obtained in every sam ple. 
The ultrasonic disintegration of the NV-rich nanodiam ond particles w as carried out using 
a Bandelin  Sonopuls H D  2200 hom ogeniser (Bandelin, Berlin , G erm any). N o abrasive
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N V-rich diam ond w as chosen for the process, allow ing the particles to be crushed only 
by collisions betw een the diam onds. The hom ogeniser w as program m ad to work; in a 
pulsed m ode to avoid overheating of the liquids. A  single pulse consisted of 0.5 s of the 
w ork step* and 0.5 s of the idle; one. Each sam ple w as subjected to the active operation 
of Sirs ultrasounds for a different tim e, nam ely: 51, 10, 15, and (60 m in. The nam es and 
key produotion param eters of tha resulting suspensions are sum m arised in T a b le l .  The 
fluorescence of every sam ple w as m easured. M oreovtr, drops of the suspensions w ere 
deposited on silicon substrates, then dried, and investigated utilising  scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM , FEI company, H illsboro, OR, USA). The images obtained were analysed 
in detail using the Im ageJ pragram  to determ ine the particle size distributions.

Table 1. Parameters of the preparation of isopropanol-based suspensions subjected to various durations of ultrasonic treatment.

Name of the Suspension Ml ass of the NV-Rich 
Nanodiamond Particles Volume of Isopropyl Alcohol Time of Active Operation 

of Ultrasounds

NV IPA 5min 0.01 g 10 mL 5 min
NV IPA 10min 0.01 e 10 mL 10 min
NV_IPA_15min 0.01 e 10 mL 15 min
NV_IPA_60min 0 .0 1 f 10 mL 60 min

2.2. Preparation ofN V -R ich N anodiam ond Particles

In the presented experim ent, a standard, platinum -coated AFM  cantilever for tapping 
m ode w as utilised. The fabrication of the AFM  probe w as a few-step process, w hich is de
picted in Figure 1 . First, the cantilever and the silicon substrate w ith NV-rich nanodiamond 
particles w ere placed in a H elios N anoLab 600i SEM  (FEI com pany, H illsboro, O R, USA) 
w ith a focussed ion beam  (FIB) system  (Figure 1a).

Figure 1. Development of cantilevers containing NV-rich nanodiamond (NV-ND) particles. (a) step 
1—cantilever tip before FIB/SEM processing; (b) step 2—preparation of a slot in the cantilever 
tip by FIB milling process for attaching the NV-ND particle; (c) step 3—process of transferring by 
nano-manipulator and mounting of the NV-ND particle onto the hole using Pt(C) material deposited 
by FEBID technology; (d) step 4—final device with NV-ND particle. Imaging parameters of SEM 
pictures: 2 kV, 86 pA, tilted stage.
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The m entioned device is equipped w ith  a nano-m anipulator (kleindiek, Reutlin- 
gen, G erm any) and a gas in jection system  (GIS) m odule w ith  a m etalorganic precursor 
(M eCpPtM e3), w hich enables m aterial deposition via the FEBID process [22]. The second 
step w as to prepare a slot for NV-rich nanodiam ond particles on the top of the cantilever's 
tip w ith  F IB  for m echanical stability of the particle. The slot w as etched u sing a gallium  
ion source w ith  a beam  accelerating voltage of 30 kV, w hich  w as pu t directly above the 
scanning tip. Subsequently, in the third stage, the correct size of the NV-rich nanodiamond 
particles w as chosen. Typically, the nanodiam ond should not be m uch bigger than the 
m ounting slot, and its height should not exceed 0.5 pm. A dditionally, it is expected to 
contain w alls w ith a high aspect ratio and a very small tip radius. The shape of the NV-rich 
nanodiam ond particle should be tip-like. A  suitable nanodiam ond w as obtained in the 
u ltrasonic d isintegration process of N V -rich particles. A fter that, the nano-m anipulator 
w as used to transfer the NV-rich nanodiam ond particle. The particle w as attached to the 
nano-m anipulator w ith adhesive forces (depicted in  Figure 1c). The particle w as brought 
closer to the prepared AFM tip and then fixed by Pt(C) material (platinum nanocrystallites 
im m ersed in  a carbon m atrix) to the tip using the FEB ID  process [23] . The acceleration 
voltage of the focussed electron beam  during the process w as 2  kV. The cantilever that was 
prepared for the next experim ental procedures is depicted in Figure 1d .

2.3. Preparation ofN V -R ich N anodiam ond Particles

M easurem ents were performed using a confocal microscope (Figure 2). A m icroscope 
objective (O lym pus U PLFLN  4 0 x ,  N A  = 0.75, Tokyo, Japan) w as used to focus a green 
(532 nm ) laser beam  (Sprout-H ) as w ell as for the collection of the fluorescence signal. 
A d ichroic m irror (Thorlabs D M LP567, Thorlabs, Bergkirchen, G erm any) and an optical 
long-pass filter (Thorlabs FEL0600, Thorlabs, Bergkirchen, G erm any) allow ed for the 
detection of light w ith  w avelengths in the range of approxim ately  600 -850  nm , using 
either an avalanche photodiode (Thorlabs APD130A, Thorlabs, Bergkirchen, Germany) or a 
com pact optical spectrometer (Thorlabs CCS175, Thorlabs, Bergkirchen, Germany). ODM R 
signals were recorded using a microwave (MW) signal of the frequency of 2.87 GHz from a 
generator (SRS SG396, SRS, Sunnyvale, USA) fed to a high-power am plifier (Mini-Circuits 
ZH L-16W -43+, M ini-C ircutis, Cam berley, UK) and delivered to a stripline antenna. The 
signal w as processed by  an oscilloscope, or a com puter connected to all of the devices in 
the setup.

Figure 2. Schematic of the fluorescence and ODMR measurement setup.
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3. Results
3.1. NV-Rich N ano diamond Particle Parameters

A ccording to the volum e-w eighted  particle size distribution (PSD) m easured via 
dynam ic light scattering (D LS), the sizes of the as-received nanodiam ond particles w ere 
in a range of 3 00-1500  nm , w ith  750 nm  being the central peak of the distribution. In the 
present experim ent, instead of m easuring the particle size distributions in the suspensions 
w ith the use of DLS, the SEM  im ages w ere digitally processed for two reasons. Firstly, the 
volum e-w eighed PSD  m easured via D LS is calculated using the M ie theory, w hich does 
not apply accurately  if the shapes of the particles are not spherical [24]. Secondly, only 
the N V-rich nanodiam ond particles placed on Si substrates and exam ined via SEM  w ere 
selected to be combined with the AFM tip, therefore the more local approach in the analysis 
of PSD w as chosen.

SEM images of the silicon substrates covered with the NV-rich nanodiamonds (Figure 3) 
show  that the particles occur in  various sizes, and irregular shapes, w hich  are far from  
spherical. As a result of the evaporation of the isopropanol, the nanodiam onds gathered 
into one place, but did not agglomerate into complexes. No residual alcohol w as observed 
in the images. Com puter analysis of the particle size distributions w as performed based on 
the SEM  im ages presented in Figure 3 . The m ost suitable NV-rich nanodiam ond particles 
to be placed on the AFM tip are marked in blue. These particles are about 500 nm or less in 
size and have sharp edges.

Figure 3. SEM images of tire NV-rich nanodiamond particles deposited on silicon substrates after 5 (a), 
10 (b), 15 (c), (50 ((d) min of the ultrasonic disintegration. The most suitable NV-rich nanodiamond 
particles for use on the AFM tipi are coloured blue.

Figure 3a depicts the SEM  im age of the droplet o f the N V_IPA _5 m in suspension 
dried on the silicon substrate, w hile Figure 4a represents; the PSD  calculated biased on that 
im age. The 5 m in exposure of the suspension to the ultrasound decreased the particle 
sizes such that 600 nm particles becam e the dom inant fractiom The particles w ith 700 nm 
size becam e the socood m ost num erous groups. In the sam ple subjected to the ultrasound 
for five m inutes longer (N V_IPA _10m in; Figures 3b and 4b ) the 600 nm -sized pasticles 
rem ained the dom inant fraction, though their content becam e siigholy (0.81%) low er than
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in the N V _IPA _5m in sam ple. The total content of particles w ith  dim ensions sm aller 
than the central fraction significantly increased (from  21.5%  to 27.6% ), m ost likely  due 
to fragm entation of the 700 nm -sized nanodiam onds. M oreover, the total content of 
the particles larger than 1000 nm  decreased. The SEM  im age of the particles from  the 
NV_IPA_15min suspension is shown in Figure 3c, while its corresponding PSD is presented 
in Figure 4c . A fter 15 m in of sonication, particles w ith  a size of 700 nm  w ere the m ost 
num erous groups. This results from the disintegration of the 900 nm-sized fractions showed 
a substantial decrease in the content of the 600 nm -sized groups, w hich gave a significant 
rise to the particles of 500 nm . As before, the total content of the particles larger than 1 
pm decreased. N V_IPA _60m in (SEM  im age in Figure 3d , PSD  in Figure 4d) w as the only 
sam ple in which the nanodiam ond particles with a size of 500 nm were the m ost com m on 
fraction. The particles w ith sizes above 1.5 pm w ere fully elim inated.

Figure 4. NV-rich nanodiamond particle size distributions in NV_IPA_5 min (a), NV_IPA_10 min (b), 
NV_IPA_15 min (c), NV_IPA_60 min (d) .

Suspensions prepared in the above-described way exhibit strong; fluoreseence w ith the 
intensity depending on the sonication time. The fluorescence spectra of the NV_IPA_5 min, 
NV_IPA_10 min, NV_IPA_15 min, NV_IPA_60 min suspensions are presented in Figure 5 . 
The sam ples w ere excited w ith  a 532 nm  laser (N d: YA G SH G  laser M illenia, 532 nm , 
Spectra-Physics, K atow ice, Poland) a t the pow er level of 0.2 W, w hile the fluorescence 
spectra, collected at a 45° angle to the exciting laser beam , w ere recorded utilising a 0.3 m 
m onochrom ator (SR303i, Andor, A ndora Technology Ltd., Belfast, U K ) equipped w ith  
a 600 groves/m m  grating and IC C D  detector (D H 740, Andor, A ndora Technology Ltd., 
Belfast, UK). The spectra obtained are characteristic for the NV colour centres in diamond, 
w hich are w ell docum ented in the literature [25,26] .

Each spectrum  em itted by the investigated suspensions show s local m axim a visible 
at the w avelengths of 575 and 637 nm , w hich are zero-phonon lines (ZPLs) of the neutral, 
and negatively charged N V centres, respectively. The 1st and 2nd phonon sidebands, being 
the next tw o local m axim a in the spectra, are also clearly visible at about 660 and 680 nm. 
The intensity of the fluorescence em itted by the suspensions decreases with the increasing 
duration of the u ltrasonic treatm ent. The PSD s presented in Figure 4 confirm  that the 
ultrasonic disintegration carried out w ithout the use of abrasives enables som e reduction 
of the sizes of NV-rich nanodiam ond particles. Com parison of the PSDs shown in Figure 4 
w ith  Figure 5 indicates that decreasing the size of the N V-rich nanodiam ond particles is 
associated w ith the decrease of their fluorescence level, as reported in the literature [27,28]. 
For every sam ple, the corresponding fluorescence levels w ere stable over tim e and the 
sonication tim e does not affect the shape of the spectrum .
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Wavelength (nm)

Figure 5. Fluorescence spectra of the NV-rich nanodiamond particles suspended in IPA, after 5, 
10, 15, and 60 min of ultrasonic disintegration; tire fluorescence; spectrum of pure IPA is added as 
a references.

3.2. NV-Rich N anodiam ond Pa.rti.cfe Parameters

There are m any exam ples of NV-ND applications in  optical devices. H ere, w e focus 
on e eombination oo the scanmng functionality of AFM with elie magnetic and temperature 
sensitivity of O D M R [26V 0].

Figure 6e show s iw o °luorescence spectra (norm alissd  for better com parison). The 
black eurve is a eeferenco from  m icrodiam ond paeticles wieh ifTV c d o u r  centres. TTie red! 
curve com es from ihe C Vt-ricl nanodiom ond particle planed on tine AFM  tip. H ie dasilhcsd 
fines show  the posi. t i ons of tiie N V 's ZFTs. 1 mW, ,5eF2 nm  lsoer fe w e r  wae used do oxctte 
the reference signal. The 1 m W  p ower appeared to be insufficient to stim ulate m easurable 
fluorescence from the NV-ric]h nanodiam ond particle on the AFM  tip. After increasing the 
laser power to 50 mW, the fluorescence spectrum (red line; in Figure 6e) became me asurable 
bu t shifted concerning; the reference spectrum  (bla ck line in Figure ua). W e attribute the 
shift to the heating of the sam ple by  the excitation laser. U sing the tem perature scaling 
presented in reference [101], w e estimated that the spectral shift seen in F ig u reua w as related 
ta tide tipi heating by  about 300 °C.

Wavelength (nm) MW Frequency (MHz) MW Frequency (MHz)

Figure 6. (a) Fluorescence from the NV-rich nanodiamond mounted on an AFM tip (red curve), 
compared with the reference spectrum from nanodiamond with NV centres (black curve). (b) ODMR 
spectrum collected from the AFM tip (red curve), and a reference spectrum from the starting, NV-rich 
nanodiamond particles . (c) ODMR signals for different magnetic field strengths.

Figure 6b show s tw o OD2MR spectra w hich dem onstrate the effect of the tip) heating 
w ith  a m uch higher sensitivity than the ZPL shift of Figure 6a . The black spectrum  is the 
reference from  nanodiam onds w ith  N V  centres w hile the red curve is from  the N V-rich 
nanodiam ond particles on  the A FM  tips. There is a v isible shift to low er frequencies 
due to the green light heating the sam ple. This figure also confirm s the heating of the 
A FM  tip— about 300 °C  [32] . The above results indicate that m uch low er laser pow ers
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and correspondingly higher sensitivity of the detection system  should be used to excite a 
nanodiam ond w ith NV colour centres on an A FM  tip.

Figure 6c presents the O D M R  spectra corresponding to different m agnetic field 
strengths w ith  the individual signals vertically  offset for clarity. The m axim um  O D M R  
contrast w ithou t m agnetic field w as 0.7%  and reduced to 0.35%  after application of the 
field , consistently  w ith  observations of N V  ensem bles in  bulk  diam ond m ono-crystals. 
The observed spectra in  a nonzero m agnetic field reflect the fact that the sensing volum e 
contains many N V colour centres oriented in arbitrary directions relative to the direction of 
the magnetic field. W ith a small detection volum e, the averaging is not complete, hence the 
observed ODM R spectra are a mixture of some discrete and structureless spectral structures.

3.3. A FM  Cantilevers with N V-Rich N anodiam ond Particle

Four tips w ith NV-rich nanodiam ond particles were; chosen for the AFM  experim ent; 
three tips w ere based on the PPP-N CLPt probe (platinum coated AFM  tip, fr 146-236 kHz 
from  N anosensors, N euchatel, Sw itzerland) and one on the PPP-EFM  probe (platinum  
coated AFM  tip, fr 45-115 kHz from Nanosensors). The typical duration c f  the; experimont 
w as 1 h.

Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) imoging using a typical PPP-ContPt AFM 
probe (platinum  coated A FM  tip, fr 6 -21  kHz; from  N anoeensors, F ig u re d ), and o NV- 
rich  nanodiam ond particle; probe (Figuee r b ) has been  com pared. It can be seen ehat tire 
usage of NV-rich nanodiam ond particles did not degrade the rm aging capabilities. ; n lboth 
cases, there are v isib le g rap h tn e layers stacked one onto anothgr, focm ing the graphite 
sample. The layers end w ith mgno-atomic thickness terraces, which are reproduced w ithout 
ariitacts by both the conventietnal AFM  tip and the NV-rich nanodiam eod particle tip. The 
artifacts characteristic of a damaged tip, suche ae a double tip or non-sharp im ages, w ere not 
obeerved during the scanning. A dditionally thee; obtained RMS roughneos w as evenbetter 
foe the N V-rich nanodiam ond particle tip than for the conventional tip. This p rovet that 
using m ote durable m ateriars w ith  higOer abrasion resistance in A FM  is prom ism o. The 
presence of N V centree in the nanodiamond pgrticle makes it a candidate to use in scanning 
probe magnetometry. The presented method of nanodiamonO tip troduceion may rosuli in 
a h igher resolution com pared to other receoit N V  tip d ev elo p m en t m ethods i33,34]. This 
w !li be an effect o2 a sm aller tip radius.

Figure; 7. (a) HOPG image obtained using typical AFM probe (PPP-ContPt) withdut ony additional 
processing. Typical RMS rdughness is 3.47 nm (b) ApM image obtained using the ApM probe -with 
NV-rich nanodiomond particle as a sconning tip. Typieal RMS toughness is 2.23 nm.

Thee sm allesr recorded variation or the resonant freiquency of the AFM  tip before ond 
after the; im aging w as +8 H z, and the largest w as - 5 7  Hz. A ll values of the cantilevers' 
resonant frequeneies bttfore and after the experim ent are sum m arised in Tab.e 2 . The 
increase in the tesonant frequency is attributed to a decrease in tho m ast of the probe, 
w herea s a decrease in  the resonont frequoncy is a sign o f m as s being oddod [35] . The los s 
of m ass can be attriduted to the degradation of the probe during A FM  sconningb but this 
is associated w ith  a decrease in the quality  of the reaordod im age— such a situation w as
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not observed. In contrast, added m ass can arise from  adsorption of e.g., w ater or other 
residues from  the sam ple, or disturbances in the m easurem ent conditions. The authors 
expect that, considering the added/lost m ass of the cantilever caused by its wear, h igher 
resonant frequency changes than those listed in Table 2  (i.e., 100 H z, w hich are connected 
to the recorded im age degradation) should be taken into account. A  daily  routine of the 
authors show s that the autom ated resonant frequency finding protocol used in  A FM  can 
return differing results, varying about tens of H z betw een each attem pt. This is w ithin the 
range of the presented data. The origin of such deviations is the same as for typical spring 
constant calibration procedures [31,32].

Table 2. Changes in the resonant frequency of the investigated probes before and after AFM imaging.

Tip
fr before Experiment 

(Hz)
fr after Experiment 

(Hz)
Frequency 

Difference (Hz)

PPP-EFM 63,598 63,573 25
PPP-NCLPt#1 167,262 167,319 - 5 7
PPP-NCLPt#2 159,863 159,855 8
PPP-NCLPt#3 163,726 163,705 21

4. Conclusions
In summary, the transfer of an NV-rich diam ond particle on an AFM  cantilever tip is 

show n, w hich  provides A FM  im aging capabilities. M oreover, it also enables the O D M R  
spectrum  collection w ith  the A FM  tip radius resolution. The effective reduction of the 
size of N V-rich diam ond particles by  u ltrasonic treatm ent has been  dem onstrated. The 
particles thus obtained were placed on the tip of an AFM cantilever. The sm allest recorded 
variation of the resonant frequency of the AFM  tip before and after the imaging was +8 Hz, 
and the largest observed w as - 5 7  H z. A dditionally, the O D M R  spectrum  w as collected 
from the AFM  tip revealing resonance m axim a shift to lower frequencies due to heating by 
the green light of the laser excitation. Taking the above into account, it can be stated that 
the presented m ethod enables the fabrication of A FM  probes w ith NV-rich nanodiam ond 
particles durable enough to perform  A FM  im aging and O D M R readout.
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